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Wroclaw Review of Law, Administration & Economics [Vol 6:2 importance in the post-socialist space. Bearing in mind the age-old and significant traditions of constitutionalism in Central Europe and their important role in the development after WWI, the examination of these historical roots ensured a more successful practical implementation of ideas of constitutionalism. 4 After regaining national independence, some countries decided to restore the functioning of their previous constitutions. While the decisions of the legislators of Georgia, Lithuania, and Estonia to restore the constitution were of a rather symbolic and political nature, the constitutional legislator of Latvia refused to draft a new constitution -the Constitution of 15 February 1922 5 was considered fully relevant to the modern constitutional reality.
Within this article, I will offer a comparative analysis of the restoration of constitutions in some Central and Eastern Europe countries following the collapse of the socialist system. This constitutional solution has not been widely considered up to now, however it should be regarded as a rather original and interesting experiment, the analysis of which might prove useful in a broader regional context.
I. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF RESTORING A CONSTITUTION
A constitution is the bedrock of a state and its legal system. The constitution is not merely a set of procedural regulations, neutral in their contents, which allows for any political power implementing state administration or even permits the change of the political system or constitution. The constitution contains a range of political concepts, principles, and programmatic guidelines, determining the nature of the constitutional system, by limiting the freedom of action of the state power. 6 The constitution describes the identity of the respective state, by covering not merely the legal, but also the historic, political, national, cultural, and other extra-legal factors, which characterise the specific country. 7 Due to these reasons, the constitution is traditionally described as both a legal and a political document. Additionally, the constitution bears a symbolic importance -it is the sign of the identity and culture of the specific 4 Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Finland, Constitutions are usually drafted with the conviction that they will determine the constitutional system for an indefinite time period. Likewise, the constitutional legislator usually strives to ensure the stability and authority of the constitution.
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Even though officially such provisions are included in constitutions which provide for amending the constitution, most often it is done with the purpose of achieving the protection of the existing text of the constitution rather than to encourage the subsequent legislator to introduce a fundamental constitutional reform. A procedure for amending the constitution included in a constitution does not suggest an entitlement to adopt a new constitution or to fundamentally review the core principles of the constitution, because the identity of the constitution must be preserved also while amending the constitution.
10 Thus, for instance, the Constitution of the Czechoslovak Republic of 1920 11 did not include any restrictions on amending the constitution. However, its commentators remarked that the authors of the constitution had no hesitation as to the constancy of the political and economic system embedded in the constitution. 12 The adoption of a new constitution usually suggests a radical turn in the life and beliefs of a state and society. Constitutional review is performed in case the state system is changed in a crisis, when, within the framework of the existing systems, it is impossible to resolve the current political issues, when a coup-d'etat has occurred and the regime rising to power is constituted, the constitutional standards are reviewed in line with the spirit of the moment, or if the old constitution with many amendments is revised.
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States can be justifiably proud with old and stable constitutions, which are capable of permanent and effective regulation of the implementation of state power and of ensuring the stability of the constitutional system. 14 The permanency of a constitution promotes its authority and symbolic role, as well as consolidating constitutionalism.
Usually, the drafting of a new constitution means the rejection of the previous constitution. Society, when deciding in favour of a need for a new constitution, rejects the relevancy of the previous constitutions and devoids it of its mythological legitimacy. A new constitution excludes the possibility of returning to the old constitution, because most often society has accepted the deficient nature of the former constitutional regulation. If the new constitutional model fails to prove itself, then, most likely, another new constitution will be drafted rather than the functioning of the old constitution restored, as evidenced in the constitutional tradition of France. 15 However, there are a few cases in the history of constitutionalism of the world, when, after a longer or shorter break, the functioning of the former constitution has been reinstated. It has been most frequently related to the restoration of the political system, namely, upon the return of a specific form of governance, the constitution of the respective regime can also be reinstated. 16 For instance, this was the case when, following the 100 days of power of Napoleon Bonaparte, Louis XVIII, upon returning to power, reinstated the Constitutional Charter of 4 June 1814. 17 The functioning of the Spanish Constitution of 18 March 1812 18 was suspended and renewed on multiple occasions during the political battles between the proponents of absolutism and constitutionalism. On 4 May 1814, King Ferdinand VII called it off with a manifesto claiming it to be the embodiment of the French revolution, anarchy, and terror. The Constitution, however, earned the role of a modernization and reformation symbol of Spain, now drawing the hopes for the future of ever more people. On 9 March 1820, Ferdinand VII was forced to reinstate the functioning of the Constitution. The French military support, however, allowed suspending it once again already on 1 October 1823. For the third time, the Constitution was reinstated by Queen Maria Cristina on 13 August 1836.
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In the last century, the constitution was reinstated by Austria. 
II. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF RESTORING A
CONSTITUTION
After regaining independence, post-Soviet countries, which had had previous statehood experience, had an opportunity to continue to interrupted constitutionalism. It was particularly important for the Baltic StatesEstonia, Latvia, and Lithuania -which did not proclaim their statehood anew, but rather reinstated it based on the doctrine of state continuity. 22 It is the official opinion of the Baltic States that the Baltic States, established in 1918, continued existing without interruption, regardless of the USSR aggression and occupation occurring in 1940. This, however, means that the Baltic States did not found new countries in 1990-1991 ("second republics"), but rather restored the de facto illegally interrupted statehood.
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It was largely fitting for the reinstatement of statehood to be based on the former constitutional regulation or to even reinstate it. After the occupation of Latvia, the doctrine of continuity of the Republic of Latvia was based also on the Constitution of Latvia, emphasizing that the annexation of the Republic of Latvia by the USSR occurred by violating the national constitutional regulation. On 23 July 1940, Kārlis Zariņš, the ambassador of Latvia in London, submitted a memorandum to the Foreign Office of the United Kingdom, in which he indicated that he would continue to represent interests of the Republic of Latvia and qualified the acts of the USSR in Latvia as illegitimate. K. Zariņš also indicated that the People's Saeima (a puppet parliament, which was elected under Soviet rule) 25 Article 1 of the Constitution, which can be amended only via a referendum.
26 Alfrēds Bīlmanis, the ambassador of Latvia in Washington, also objected to Latvia's incorporation into the USSR which occurred by breaching Articles 1, 76 and 77 of the Constitution of Latvia and by brutal force. 27 The meaning of the Constitution has to be particularly highlighted in connection to the national resistance movements against the occupying regime. The Central Council of Latvia, where the representatives of the five largest political parties of Latvia joined to collaborate, in its political platform in 1944 emphasized the validity of the Constitution (the Satversme) and the necessity to resume the state authorities of Latvia on the terms of the Constitution. 28 In its memorandum of 17 March 1944, the Central Council of Latvia emphasized repeatedly the validity of the Constitution and called for the formation of a government of the Republic of Latvia on the terms of the Constitution. The memorandum was signed by 189 political and public figures of the Republic of Latvia. 29 In exile, upon the request from bishop Jāzeps Rancāns, the deputy speaker of the last legitimate elected parliament of Latvia, the five judges of supreme court of Latvia - During the process of the reinstatement of independence, the idea of restoring the old constitution was perceived with scepticism -no extensive scientific studies about the old constitution had been performed during the Soviet era, and it was practically unknown to the majority of society. Lawyers' articles explaining the contents and application possibilities held a significant importance in promoting the Constitution. For instance, senior lecturer at the Latvia State University, Valdis Cielava, recognised in an extensive essay analysing the contents of the Constitution that "some principles and legal procedures of this Constitution can be viewed as democratic, even by today's criteria".
34 Whereas a Latvian lawyer resident in Germany, Egils Levits, 35 explicitly pointed out: "This 'middle-aged,' by European standards, Constitution (currently, older constitutions are in force in many countries) is completely free of the influences of Soviet legal and political thinking and today (I emphasise it -today) it is suitable as the fundamental law of an independent and democratic (in the modern and not socialist sense) state." 38 However, at that time, there was a predominant opinion that Latvia needed a new constitution and that the Constitution of 1922 was obsolete.
39 Therefore, with Article 4 of the 33 Arveds Švābe, 'Gaitu sākot ' (1947) Declaration, the Supreme Council suspended the validity of the Constitution, except for Articles 1, 2, 3, and 6, determining the constitutional legal basis of the State of Latvia -the principle of an independent democratic republic and the national sovereignty, the territory of an independent democratic republic, as well as the procedure of electing the parliament. According to Article 6, during the transition period, it was possible to implement those constitutional and other legislative acts of the Latvian SSR which are in effect in Latvia when this Declaration is adopted, insofar as they do not contradict Articles 1, 2, 3 and 6 of the Constitution of the Republic of Latvia. Whereas in Article 7 of the Declaration, the Supreme Council proposed the task of creating a working group for developing a new constitution that would suit the current political, economic, and social circumstances of Latvia, 40 nevertheless, a new constitution was not drafted. Article 1 of the constitutional act "On the statehood of the Republic of Latvia" adopted on 21 August 1991 prescribed that the statehood of the Republic of Latvia is established by the Constitution. The Supreme Council clearly stated that only the laws and the resolutions of the Supreme State power and State administrative institutions shall be in force in the territory of the Republic of Latvia (Article 3 of the constitutional act). Thus the laws and regulations of the USSR were rendered null and void in the territory of the Republic of Latvia. The Republic of Latvia thereby declared that, hereafter, legally binding laws and regulations shall be passed only by the institutions of the Republic of Latvia . 41 The powers of the Supreme Council and the transition period ended with the convening of the 5 th Saeima (the Parliament) on 6 th July, 1993. The legal basis for the election was the Law on the Election of the 5t h Saeima. The Law on the Election of the 5t h Saeima was a modified version of the Saeima Election Law 1922 which was based on the Constitution of 1922. On 6 July 1993, the Saeima (the Parliament) started its work by adopting the announcement on the Constitution taking full effect. 
Lithuania and Estonia
The situation of Estonia and Lithuania was different, in that in both countries the authoritarian regimes had adopted authoritarian constitutions, the validity of which would not have been acceptable either politically or legally in the modern day. The authority of these constitutions was also 44 However, also in both cases, the reinstatement of the old constitutions played a symbolic and political role.
On 11 March 1990, the new elected Supreme Council of Lithuania where a majority was obtained by supporters of the independence of Lithuania, reinstated the independence of statehood with several consecutive constitutional acts. At first, with the act "On the reinstatement of the State of Lithuania", the reinstatement of an independent State of Lithuania was proclaimed. Afterwards, the Supreme Council adopted a law "On the reinstatement of validity of the Constitution of 12 May 1938". With this law, the validity of the USSR Constitution of 1977 and the Lithuanian USR Constitution of 1978 was annulled, and the validity of the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania of 12 May 1938 was reinstated, except for the parts which regulate the status of the President of the State, the Seimas (the Parliament), the State Council, and the State Audit Office. In effect, it meant that only the validity of the fundamental principles of the Constitution was reinstated. With the next law, however, the Supreme Council of Lithuania suspended the validity of the Constitution of 12 May 1938 and confirmed the temporary fundamental law of the Republic of Lithuania, which regulated the exercising of the state power until the drafting and adoption of a new constitution. 45 In this way, the pre-war statehood of Lithuania was symbolically reinstated, and the aggression of the USSR towards Lithuania in 1940 was condemned. 46 The lawyers of Lithuania were aware that the reinstatement of the validity of the Constitution of 12 May 1938 was a matter of principle; however, in fact, the implementation of this decision would not be feasible, as it would lead to legal uncertainty and chaos. Bearing in mind the changes in the political, economic and social circumstances, a temporary fundamental law was drafted and adopted, opting for the need to draft a new constitution. 47 [Vol 6:2 was necessary as its validity was not suspended in the procedure prescribed therein or in line with the will of the Lithuanian people, but rather as a result of the USSR aggression in 1940. Thus, the Supreme Council of Lithuania, with its laws, ensured formal continuity of the Constitution.
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A similar constitutional solution was used in the process of reinstating the independence of Estonia. On 8 May 1990 , the Supreme Council of Estonia adopted a law on the national symbols of Estonia. This law, among other things, prescribed the reinstatement of Articles 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 of the Constitution of Estonia of 28 July 1937, which established the status of Estonia as an independent state, the principle of sovereignty of nation, the validity of the laws of Estonia and the Estonian language as the official language, along with the colours of Estonia. On 16 May 1990, a law was adopted on the principles of the provisional form of the government of Estonia.
49 Thus, the reinstatement of constitutional provisions of 28 July 1937 in Estonia, regulating the core principles of the system of the state, was performed indirectly, by wording it as the reinstatement of symbols of statehood. Even though some political parties were advocating the reinstatement of the Constitution of 28 July 1937, it was clear from the very beginning of the independence restoration process that a new constitution would have to be drafted, corresponding to the modern-day reality. 50 The idea of reinstating the Constitution of 28 July 1937 was substantiated by the need to strengthen the continuity of the Republic of Estonia and to renew statehood in a correct and accurate way. Nevertheless, following serious public and political discussions and taking into account the social reality and the development of law, a new constitution was drafted.
51 However, the preamble of the new constitution precisely consolidates the continuity of statehood of Estonia. 52 The preamble of the Constitution of 28 June 1992 states that it has been adopted by the Estonian nation, based on Article 1 of the Constitution of 28 July 1937. 53 This solution was hailed as "the magic formula for eating the cake and still having it at the same time". It allows combining the idea of the continuity of the Estonian statehood and adoption March -day The legal science suggests that Estonia and Lithuania restored their respective pre-war constitutions partially in order to replace them with new constitutions. Both counties followed the doctrine of continuity and with the reinstatement of their old constitutions confirmed the continuity of state legal personality with that of the pre-war republics. Since these constitutions were not democratic in their nature and did not correspond to the modern understanding of constitutionalism, it was more convenient to draft new constitutions instead of amending the old ones. 
Georgia
It was rather surprising to have the option of reinstating the old constitution not only in the case of Latvia, but also in that of Georgia. Georgia had declared independence under the circumstances of the Russian civil war after the October revolution (1917 -1921) , and on 21 February 1921, its Constitutional Assembly adopted the Constitution of an independent state. However, this Constitution was short lived, as on 25 February 1921, the Soviet Russian army invaded Tbilisi and established Soviet rule in Georgia.
56 After proclaiming independence, Georgia preserved its Constitution of 1978, by introducing substantial amendments in it. Nevertheless, after the President, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, was overthrown on 21 February 1992, the Military Council announced the reinstatement of the validity of the Constitution of 21 February 1921. However, this Constitution was not actually applied, as the legal and political situation in the country had changed. 57 Likewise, apparently, the restoration of the old constitution was necessary for the Military Council to consolidate its political authority, in order to create pre-conditions for the further development of the statehood of Georgia. It is confirmed by the fact that already on 6 November 1992 the Law "On the state power" was adopted, which must be viewed as a temporary "small" constitution. It is admitted in the legal science that the Constitution of 1921 could not turn into actual reality due to the poor legitimacy of its mechanism of reinstating validity.
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Taking into account the contents of the Constitution of Georgia of 21 February 1921, it could be assumed that it was legally possible to reinstate its validity. However, apparently, the Constitution of Georgia, 54 Lauri Mälksoo, 'Professor Uluots, the Estonian Government in Exile and the Continuity of the Republic of Estonia in International Law ' (2000) unlike the Constitution of Latvia, lacked the necessary symbolic and political authority for the public to recognize its legitimacy. The new 24 August, 1995, Constitution of Georgia became a basis for constitutional development of Georgia. But in the preamble of the new constitution, it was stated that the basic principles of the Constitution of Georgia of 1921 are taken account in the constitution.
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CONCLUSIONS
The practice of reinstating the validity of constitutions proves that the constitutional legislator chooses this mechanism under extraordinary circumstances. In the case of the Baltic States, the idea of reinstating the old constitutions was rooted in the doctrine of state continuity. Since the Baltic States restored the illegally de facto interrupted statehood, it was de facto needed to reinstate also the constitutional regulation of this statehood. This stop had a historic and symbolic importance, upon restoring the historic justice and stopping the validity of constitutions imposed by the USSR occupation. The case of Georgia in this context is peculiar, as this country, though based on the historic experience of statehood, nevertheless decided to create a new country after the collapse of the USSR. The old constitution in this case was rather as an instrument in a political battle, in which the Military Council used to try and boost its legitimacy and find the grounds for alternative development of Georgian statehood.
The restoration of the old constitutions mostly played a symbolic role. The constitutional legislators of Georgia, Lithuania, and Estonia regarded the restoration of the old constitutions rather as political grounds, on the basis of which new constitutions would be built. It was only in the case of Latvia where the reinstatement of the old constitution meant also its practical implementation, by giving up the drafting of a new constitution. It was largely related to the specific circumstances of Latvia, because the constitution of Latvia was drafted for a democratic republic and during the years of the USSR occupation it had earned a symbolic role. The constitutions of Estonia and Lithuania were authoritarian constitutions, the reinstatement of the state power model of which could not have been possible without substantially amending the constitution. Likewise, it is unlikely that the countries politically could have afforded to reinstate constitutions dating back to an authoritarian system. The old constitution of Georgia also provided for a model of a democratic republic and in many aspects was even more modern than the constitution of Latvia. However, this constitution lacked legitimacy and a lucky coincidence of circumstances to turn it into a legal reality.
In all of the mentioned countries, the reinstatement of constitutions was faced with the consequences of the Soviet regime. During the USSR, objective research on previous constitutional regulation and its contents was considerably limited; moreover, society lacked knowledge about the historic development and constitutional regulation of their country. Therefore, the 59 'Constitution of Georgia'<http://www.parliament.ge/files/68_1944_951190_CONSTIT_27_12.06.pdf> accessed 25 January 2016 January . 2016 THE CONTINUITY OF THE CONSTITUTIONS: THE EXAMPLES OF THE BALTIC STATES AND GEORGIA 41 reinstatement of old constitutions was a very bold decision of the constitutional legislator, by bringing back such constitutions to the legal reality the contents of which were unknown to the general public, whereas the lawyers often lacked practical skills and understanding in applying the constitutional norms. The sceptical approach by constitutional legislators to the old constitutions is understandable, as they mostly used them for political aims in order to legitimise the statehood and to create legal grounds for drafting new constitutions.
The restoration of the validity of a constitution is not merely a technical decision of a constitutional legislator, which renews the historic constitutional reality. A constitution is not merely a technically legal document; in order for it to function successfully, it requires political legitimacy, symbolic value, and authority in society. Therefore, reinstatement of old constitutions was possible in systems, where the public still linked the regulation of the old constitution to their future in a certain constitutional statehood. Due to these reasons, successful reinstatement of constitutions is a rare occurrence in the constitutional practice of the world. Therefore, the decision of the constitutional legislator of Latvia to renew the validity of the old constitution must be regarded as a unique occurrence. This political decision meant that the constitution was returned to the legal reality, the validity and application of which had been suspended for more than fifty years. No other country has conducted a similar constitutional experiment.
